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Present here
like to introduce
Good morning. And we have

Council Vice-Chair, Member Mateo, of
of this Committee, Member

HJ.'-W'H"«J..

CO-CHAIR VICTORINO: Aloha,
CO-CHAIR

iV ..LJL'L.dlJ. .... 'U'

Good morning.

we have Member t'ontamllJa,

you.
CO-CHAIR

JTLL.L.'L<iJ."-'-fU

.....,.,''''"'' .... ''' representing our Corporation Counsel (our
two
would be
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also ",,,,,,',,,,,,,nT
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PWF-67
(KAHULUI) (C.C. No. 08-8)

accept
on
or
testifier not able to stay
is discussed. So at
gonna
testimony, and this
be for PWF-68. Marjorie Bonar, do you wish to testify at
Okay. Would you come
to the podium please? And Ms. Bonar will testify on PWF-68.
Before you start, ma'am, let me just announce this. That we \\<ill be having a discussion on the
second half of our meeting presided over by Co-Chair Victorino,
take
PWF -68,
which is--ifyou have your agenda with you--is the last item on our agenda; and
that
"PROHIBITING THE
NON-BIODEGRADABLE
for
are welcome to
Ms. Bonar?
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to
I don't want to waste all
paper. One is
a study
by
'-J"'\~UH Conservancy. A five-year study on
plastic debris (on
around
US, including
and it was found
there
were three major components: plastic drinking straws; plastic soda bottles, which hopefully
we've eliminated; and plastic bags. And
running out of time! These plastic bags are not
the bags we're talking about. These are about two weeks' worth
the bags that I have
Sup.
all the other
bags so it's not a total
So
the vegetables I got
sorry.
come back.
dog droppings still are grabbable. I
'UV,",U'"U'-'Uh'

Okay
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can ex ..

your

to

20,2008

even ... I would even
apple snails! GMO has
it
" I snOIUleu.
The spiraling should have ended. Now we reach for the kalo and
it no more--gone--never
to return as it once was. Give me back the right to share huli--unshot with toxic wheat and
diabetic rice genes. "We wanted to 'save'
taro ... making it resistant," they
what?" And "Resistant to what," we questioned. We didn't give you ... give..
didn't you
just give back our cool
streams to feed our kalo?
now it is
.. unwanted.
Tainting the human body ... and spreading itself island wide... All
unidentifiable and
un-nurturing. Our babies cry for want pure poi. Parents bypass bags poi, now
at their baby
pocket is
spirits soars no more.
the vision of our scientists?
it lie in the purses of private enterprise? Where was
it
to
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on

gonna save
crops
new hybrids that were developed
true now. What you're not gonna hear from
and does continue to solve
problems of drought, disease and pest resistance and
productivity. And GE ... GMO crops fail every year. You're not gonna hear from them that the
problem of feeding
world
about productivity but about who ... has the political will to
do this and there's a quote
Steven Smith, the director
technology company, Novartus, that says, "If anyone
ten
it's not.
feed the world takes IJv~.n~v,'.u

7
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2008

account to
cotton plants still

to return .

.. or

gonna .. .I'm gonna ask
additional
Council to send a message to
2008 State Legislature to

I am
and pass SB 958.

remain there in case
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Mahalo for your testimony. Would
Members have some questions
you? Members, any questions? I.. .I
questions for you, Ms.

true.
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.. because
true.
water

Okay.
on
come
please?
Miss Raymond,
organization you may be representing.

to

state

MS. SCHATTENBURG-RAYMOND: Aloha.
Lisa Schattenburg-Raymond.
Director of the Maui Nui Botanical Gardens. I'm speaking as an individual today.
encourage the Council to support Senate Bill 958, supporting a ten-year moratorium on
developing genetically-engineered taro.
haloa started 30 years ago when as a college student I chose as a
boy,
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you
know,
our ....v,n...'~u'>u"
these. We ... we just are scratching the surface.
aU,QUI,,,,U to a
set

Members, any questions for
Seeing none, mahalo once again for
Next testifying on
we have Vincent
Good
Mr. Mina.
My name is Vincent Mina.
an organic
and also
MINA: Good morning,
president/founder of Maui Aloha Aina Association. You know, I want to share from a farmer's
this morning.
the
health point
Give you
1
point of
Soil colloids like you find a taro patch are clay colloids and
pieces of paper. And the
plant roots cannot access minerals and elements that are on these pieces of paper on these
colloids-----excuse
magnetized because
too big.
can't get inside.
they need fungi.
fungi in the soil. Now, you know, as spoken earlier the fungus
there's
fungus and
beneficial bacteria.
no such thing
just

20,2008

an

I want to
morning--there's tickets
you at Maui
tonight for
King Corn. To give you a better idea about where our agricultural systems
where
going. Thank
so much. Mahalo
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Recycling is not
far and
to

answer.

I

MS. GORDON:
author.
CO-CHAIR
MS. GORDON:

to

approach

Speaking from

gallery.)
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sure.

as

2008

MS. GORDON:
the way,
there's lots of great options.

is

out

CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay.
ask the audience we ... we ... we have people that
corne up because we made it available
you to corne
then
be
for us to
continue because we
members from the island of
we're
to
accommodate so they can make their presentation and get on their plane back to Molokai. So
you can wait, I would appreciate you wait until we clear the first item
is PWF -67.
needing to testify on PWF-67? Okay. Seeing no hands
rest
wait? We ... we don't suspect
this item
take long for us to complete.
cooperate
So
gonna, at this time ... excuse me.
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PWF-67

AUTHORIZING GRANT OF A NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT TO A&B
PROPERTIES, INC. FOR UNDERGROUND SEWER LINE PURPOSES
(KAHULUI) (C.c. No. 08-8)

to a ",..r''''AC'",r!
MR. rU'lLru'\..r>..
exclusive easement for underground sewer line purposes over,
of Haleakala Highway.
proposed easement is located
a portion of Haleakala
Highway near it's intersection with Kealani Place and Dairy Road.
location of the
easement and the four properties it would service are shown in Exhibit
is
located in your binders.
size of the proposed easement is 11,757 square feet and it's 10
feet in width. The sewer easement would propose to serve four properties owned
Alexander and Baldwin. These are Tax Map Key 3-8-79, Parcels 13, 15, 16 and 20.
are two triangular shaped properties
are located at
comer of Kealani
Haleakala Highway which are served.
easement also serves another
side
two U<,,,,v'-"0.

20,2008

MS. OKUMA: Thank you.
Reclamation Division.
I just want to say
before you as a separate Department on these private sewer easements, and
so
everybody understands. We do not have jurisdiction over
sewer lines. So the only
thing we could address, and
reason why I have Scott
questions with respect to
connection, point of
publicly-owned County sewer
Thank you.
vVJlUA,.vUVH
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MEDEIROS:
COUNCILMEMBER
indicated that

Mr. Director ..
was an after-the-fact easement application.

MR. ARAKAWA: Yes.

is not lflCllC,mrlg
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sorry, Mr.
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it

ARAKAWA: Basically,
some sort
a wastewater system
discussed ... maybe Scott can add a
bit more about the history of it. But their..
was to provide some wastewater system hook up for
properties that they own. And they
wanted to do that in
the development actually,
know, the
on
occurnng.

accept?
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20,

name is

an

Question
surrounding properties
their baseyard at the same location or near
State of

COlJNCILMEMBER
in that area, basically the
location along
the
do we service those two parcels
OKUMA:

sorry, we
sewer

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
to

8

20,2008

sewer
system now serve ..
businesses
provide
1.a\.,H1I,'"'' • .is not a COllV(mH:mc:e

assessment.

MR.
you,

COUNCILMEMBER
MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Member u"'...1-"r>,
seems to be a
of response
Hokama's request for a deferral,
objection, we defer
matter.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO

~nmrma.n

questions
recommendation

(PRESENT:
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the >¥VI,""""f"",
and physical well-being
the environmental,
cultural, and
WHEREAS, kalo continues to have tremendous
significance to the residents of our County and State; and WHEREAS, cross-pollination of
genetically-modified kalo would place an immeasurable threat on traditional varieties; and
WHEREAS, the amount of usable land for raising kalo is a scarce ... is scarce on Maul, and any
negative impact would
the
industry on Maui;
WHEREAS, experimenting
with the genetic engineering
crop, without thoroughly examining and
the
adverse effects of
is careless and
have far-reaching,
unintended consequences;
958 is to .,"''''An.Tn'''",
importance of kalo
developing, testing,
kalo

}Jurnber
even
foods have a higher

effects C01np:ar

Since these statements were
two worrisome issues
come to light.
a
product caned TG}J1412
was tested
several humans
the U.K. It produced
unexplainable horrific side effects. }Jext
was widespread
long
had devastating economical consequences. It may cost over $1
with GE rice.
clean up and the containment
escaped
possible. }Jo one knows
that..
fields or silos.

as an
as nnV<>lrp

urn", .. ",
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.. not as a rer)re~,entatl

harm". "We
no
we stop these word games.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

COUNCILMEMBER

Pang. Thank you,

"""".w.v.u,

please.

are

aware

PUBLIC WORKS AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE
Council of the County of Maui

February 20, 2008

MR. PANG: Thank you.
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: --thank you for being here this morning and for your testimony. On this
PWF-69, Andrew Arce, please? And Andrew Arce will be followed by Colette Augustiro.
Hopefully it's pronounced correct. Okay. Mr. Arce, go ahead, please.
MR. ARCE: Co-Chair Medeiros and Victorino, Members of the Public WorkslFacilities Committee.
Aloha.
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Aloha.
MR. ARCE: I'm Andrew Arce. I'm a fourth generation Hawaiian Homesteader married to a
Duvauchelle girl from Molokai. My wife and I have ... four children, two girls, two boys. And
I also have two grandsons. We live in the Hoolehua Homestead area. I am of Filipino and
Hawaiian ancestry, with my mother's family coming from the Naeole line who was one of the
first families to settle in the Hoolehua Homestead area. My father planted tomatoes and
green ... green onions on our Homestead farm that I grew up on. My mom is also a wellrespected kupuna on Molokai.
I have been employed by Monsanto-Molokai as a field research technician and Dow
AgroScience as a part-time equipment operator. I am testifying as a concerned citizen
of... Molokai and Maui County.
Please do not support PWF-69 and Senate Bill 958 which would ban genetic engineering
research on taro. I have worked 20 years for ... University of Hawaii College for Tropical
Agriculture and Human Resources as a research technician. And I've worked with Alton
Arakaki who is the UH Extension CTAHR agent on Molokai up at many projects and one of
them included the taro preservation project that we worked on. In addition, I grow sweet com
on my 40-acre Homestead lot in Hoolehua that my family and I live on currently.
My family and I fully support the work of seed companies in Hawaii and certainly have seen
the value that it brings to Molokai community and economy. Further, we support and
understand the contributions of agriCUlture ... biotechnology. As I understand it, those who
oppose the use of genetic engineering of taro do not need Senate Bill 958. The University of
Hawaii Cooperative ... College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources has already
agreed that no genetic engineering of research will occur until further discussion with the
Hawaiian community, and no one is conducting such research.
It is better to support Senate Bill 2915, which seeks to create a fund ... and fund a taro security
and purity task force that will continue taro stakeholder discussions about developing a plan, as
well as implementing a plan to preserve and protect taro in Hawaii. I ask for your support in
not supporting PWF-69 and Senate Bill 958. Instead, please support Senate Bill 2915. Mahalo
and aloha.
- 23-
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done?
MS. AUGUSTIRO: Yeah.
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS:
.. mahalo
questions for the testifier? Seeing none, mahalo for coming and testifying. Next we
David Makiwi testifying on
be followed by Mr. Tancayo. Good

20,2008

and my mother's family,
on Molokai, celebrating
100 years of operations in 1998. My mom's Hawaiian side
family ... (end o/tape, start 2A at 10:23 a.m.). .. which was first, the first family to settle
the Kalamaula Homestead area. Kalamaula Molokai is
first homestead COlnrrmn
1922 ...
In addition, I am the lead mechanic

Dow AgroSciences
of Molokai
the moratorium of. .. genetically
family's
business, which now produces

AHU' .... U,AV ....

February

RECESS:

a.m.

RECONVENE:

a.m.

2008

Works
CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS:
February 20, 2008 is now reconvened after the recess.
so we ask
We'll continue with testimony. We do have,
sure, over ten more
you to ... give us your cooperation. And how we're trying to get people through this
to leave. And we have
has a 11
gonna
the podium.) ... Mr. J.,"-VUHi14,

20,2008

not to use the bag at
in my business, we sen a box macadamia nuts we
would encourage the customer to go ahead and take them as is.
the ... for
the local consumer reusable
bags with logos would be an
one of the speakers
presented earlier on-as wen as reusing our current straight plastic bags which we currently
use. And then also
I think . .is a very viable option. And at Hilo Hattie we do
provide recycle bins
employees currently. We'll continue to do so and I think
further
education needs to
of
So once again, reClUce,
this rather
the

our stance.

we

February 20, 2008

to paraphrase
spans
on the
6,OOO-acre ag development, own
business. Today I continue to
My exposure to agriculture biotechnology started 11 years ago
I was hired as a project
and farm manager for a
corn research and production company on Molokai.
seed
corn companies have
an integral part of this community since 1966. Today 50 percent of
the seed corn work
on Molokai is comprised of native Hawaiians.
other 50 neI'cellI
are mainly
generation
ancestors
to
during the early pineapple days. Seed corn companies are the largest
Molokai
agriculture
island.

February 20, 2008

voices.
Aloha, my name is Steven Hookano. I reside the ahupua' a Wainuanui and the
the
side MauL
is
to grow
to cultivate wetland taro. I am a
mahiai. I farm taro and I win continue to farm taro I have no conflict of interest whatsoever. I
do not work
no biotech corporations, nor will I want to being
they
probably drag
me here to testify on their behalf which I would refuse to do. So I'm here today to
about
people who aloha aina.
..and I am a
the farmers, the true farmers' voices,
member Onipa'a Na
Kalo.

It is

UH'JV,:}':,.

I was re'lOlllQ

it

a SerltellCe

to

20,2008

someone
a
to save it from genetic uu_"..uu",uuvu.

2008

2008

want to eat it

eat

seen
abutted up against 20 foot cane grass after

on

2008

HP,.,pro£> altercations
against
baby eating contaminated taro. I think this is a hostage takeover
So
just
to say
braddah. And I just don't
SB 958. Mahalo.

2008

more
it concerns
talking about is not a
We're talking about kalo. We're talking about
we're gonna make
bad decisions. So
not talking about
plant. We're talking about
that we as Hawaiians
our genealogy. If we trace our genealogy back, it goes all the way back to haloa. If we look
the creation chants, it
about haloa.
of our
our songs, our stories, we
talk about haloa. When people testify, they talk about their brother. It's the eldest brother! So
as Hawaiians we
a responsibility. We have a kuleana that we have to do, and that's been
we were
is to
haloa, because
is
to us
eldest brother. Haloa,
tum feeds us..
feeding us for thousands
~~.

~

to
IS
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we can

out.

come

I

you can return
Okay. So I want to
to support, a very good
Hawaii, so we
State

uU'vV'U

u!'>,nT?'r!

to show.

20,2008

a.m.
RECONVENE:

a.m.

meeting of the
two
audio pn::::st:luaILlUIlS
give a very short description of
at

2008

a.m.
a.m.

2008

to

Mahalo,

NAMAHOE:
we

on

2008

... ?

consumers to
return
where our customers can
doing it as we are discussing this matter.
Retailers are also
to our consumers at a
,",'-'J'HUH

to nfC)m!Jle
reasonable

as

us

h ..........r

20, 2008

on

I just
to say,
to our past, present and
should approved,
MEDEIROS:
Any questions, Members?
the one

20,2008

As you've heard in previous testimony, many retailers have already
introduced
recyclable bags to consumers. Wal-Mart, for example, is offering a reusable shopping bag.
bags are made from 85% recycled materials. About
plastic bags go
one
of these.
at
our stores.
consumers
an

2008

I

our neighbors.

community along
bags.

consider ~~'~LUh
this cmm~~e

return

20,2008
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also ...

I just again want to say
this procedure, to vote
MEDEIROS:
Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I encourage you to
annual pennitting process.
Members,

you for being here.

questions

2008

to

nrrw,p,rhr

to enter a

I want ...

1. ..

2008

'-''"''vAU.'''-

none,

2008

2008

industry.
us.

to

we

name

to
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UllVU;:;;'U

our ancestors I connect to
"'"..·,.,.v,,, ... ~ ~ I
$

worse.

2008

a
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Council of the County of Maui
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PWF-23

REGULATIONS FOR WEDDINGS IN COUNTY PARKS

ACTION:
PWF-68

(C.C. No. 07-295)

DEFER.

PROHIBITING THE USE OF NON-BIODEGRADABLE PLASTIC BAGS
(C.C. No. 07-232)

ACTION:

DEFER.

CO-CHAIR MEDEIROS: So Members, without objections, I will adjourn this meeting.
objections? This meeting is now adjourned. . .. (gavel) ...

ADJOURN: 12:38 p.m.

APPROVED BY:

BILL KAUAKEA MEDEIROS, Co-Chair
Public Works and Facilities Committee

APPROVED BY:

~~.J-;P Q

MICHAEL P. VICTORINO, Co-Chair
Public Works and Facilities Committee
Transcribed by: Reinette Kutz
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No

am not

cause.

